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Abstract: The goal of this study was to measure the spatial-temporal gait parameters characteristics of scoliosis
subjects (I-observation and II-brace), including joint motion, COP velocity, and percentage of stance phase (heel
strike, mid-stance, terminal stance). Spines of sixteen subjects were measured by using DIERS Formetric 4D and
divided them into two groups averagely, eight for observation, and eight for brace. The joints angles of ankle and hip
were collected by VICON, and the COP velocity was calculated at each period of stance phase. II showed greater ankle dorsiflexion, hip extension and abduction than I. COP velocity of I presented larger than II during the mid-stance
phase, but less during the heel strike phase. Compared to I, II showed greater ankle dorsiflexion associated with
ankle stability. Low back pain also may be cause by hip abduction, it could be a risk to worsen spine deformation.
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Introduction
Scoliosis is defined as a lateral curvature of
the spine, which is common in humans. Currently, the age of patients with spine disease
tends to be younger. Adolescent Idiopathic
Scoliosis (AIS) has affected 1-3% of children in
the United States due to the structural spinal
deformity in the coronal plane [1]. Most children with AIS will suffer back pain or behavior
limitations in their adulthood [2]. AIS can be
categorized two types anatomically: structural
scoliosis and functional scoliosis. Treatments
of AIS are divided into several parts depending
on the increasing Cobb angle, including observation, bracing, surgery, physical therapy, chiropractic treatment, and electrical stimulation.
When the deformity angle less than 20°, the
treatments involve observation, however, if the
angle between 40° and 50°, the managements
of these patients are suggested with bracing
and surgery [3].
Radiography has been used to get spine data
in the clinic for a long time. Recently another
measurement in adolescents with idiopathic
scoliosis named raster stereography has been

widely used. Compared to X-ray imaging, raster stereography is radiation-free, and can present a three-dimensional modeling of spine
immediately. Some studies have illustrated that there was still a lack of reliability of raster
stereography [4]. However another study stated
the Cobb angles calculated by raster stereography were similar to that of X-rays, and the
thoracic kyphosis and lumbar scoliosis had a
strong correlation with radiographs [5].
The center of pressure (COP) of the foot is the
point of location of the vertical ground force
vector [6]. Precious research has focused on
the center of pressure on normal gait, such as
different walking speed, gender, and age periods [7-9], but rarely on disabled gait analysis.
COP of the rear foot, mid foot, and fore foot corresponds to the heel strike phase, the midstance phase, and the terminal stance phase
respectively [10-12]. The foot COP velocities
can be calculated during different stance phase. The spatial-temporal characteristics of COP
trajectory would be related to the dynamic functional behavior and it also is a way to assess
the postural sway [13].
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Figure 1. DIERS Formetric system, with the spotlight lining onto the subject’s back and the signals are calculated by
the computer (A). Visible spine of subject from different directions (B). Axis for coordinate system: VP-SP and DL-DR
in the frontal plane, including vertebra prominens (VP), the right lumbar dimple (DR), the left lumbar dimple (DL),
the medium lumbar dimple (DM) and the spinae iliaca posterior superior (SIPS) (C).

This study aimed to measure the spatial-temporal gait parameters characteristics of scoliosis
subjects (I and II). The hypothesis to be tested
was that spine deformation effects gait performance, and that II would present more ankle
dorsiflexion and hip abduction, but less hip flexion than I. The second hypothesis was that I
may get larger COP velocity than II in mid-stance
phase.
Methods
Subjects
Sixteen subjects (age = 17 ± 3.39 years, height
= 158.75 ± 10.28 cm, weight = 43.2 ± 8.26 kg)
participated in this study. All subjects had no
history of upper or lower limb injury. According
to the situation of the spine, these subjects
were divided into two groups, including observation group (I) and brace group (II). Data of
right foot was collected for study analysis.
Materials
Static posture data was obtained by using the
DIERS Formetric 4D analysis system (DIERS International GmbH, Schlangenbad, Germany).
The DIERS Formetric 4D system can capture 10
picture frames per second for 5 seconds and
make these pictures to reconstruct a 3D image
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of a spine. The kinematics data of ankle and hip
was captured by the eight-camera three-dimensional motion analysis system (VICON Motion System Ltd., Oxford, England) with 200 Hz.
Sixteen reflective markers (diameter: 14 mm)
were placed on the left and right lower limbs
according to the standard Plug-in Gait Model
[14], including anterior iliac spine, posterior
iliac spine, lateral mid-thigh, lateral knee, lateral mid-shank, lateral malleolus, second metatarsal head and calcaneus. Data of center of
pressure (COP) was collected by Novel EMED
force plate (Novel GmbH, Munich, Germany)
with the frequency of 50 Hz. The total gait cycle
was divided into three phases based on previous study [15], which are heel strike phase (i),
mid-stance phase (ii) and terminal stance phase (iii). The heel strike phase starts from heel
first contact to the first metatarsal contact the
force plate. The mid-stance phase starts from
the first metatarsal contact to all metatarsal
contact the force plate and the terminal stance
phase starts from the heel off to the toes off
the plate.
Experimental procedure
Five reflective makers were stuck on the subject back, including vertebra prominens (VP),
the right lumbar dimple (DR), the left lumbar
dimple (DL), the medium lumbar dimple (DM)
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were recorded to calculate the COP velocity of
the heel strike, mid-stance and terminal stance
respectively.
Data analysis

Figure 2. Trajectory of COP during a gait.

and the spinae iliaca posterior superior (SIPS).
A digital image was presented in the computer
to reconstruct the spine and the scoliosis angle
is obtained from this model (Figure 1). The subject was required standing in front of the ST
scanner at a distance of 2 meters for 5 seconds with barefoot, 3 successful trails for each
subject were collected.
After scanning, the kinematics and kinetic data
was collected. The gait cycle began when the
right heel initially touched the pressure plate
and ended when the right heel made contact
with the pressure plate again. The hip, ankle
ROM, and COP were calculated during the stance phase (SP) of the gait cycle simultaneously. Subjects were required walking with normal speed, they had 5 minutes to warm up and
familiar the experiment walking path. Five successful trials were collected for each subject.
The COP trajectory was calculated into coordinates X and Y, which were normalized of the
feet length and width. COP velocity (vi) (cm/s)
we calculated with following equation [16]:
n

2
2
D = / (Xm - Xm + 1) + (Ym - Ym + 1)
m

vi=D/t
From the Figure 2, (Xm, Ym) was the coordinate
point of the trajectory of the COP, and (Xm+1,
Ym+1) was the following point. D was summed
from the point m to the point n, and the frames
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The DIERS Formetric 4D and DIERS Pedoscan
Systems were used to collect data from the
subjects. The range of motion (ROM) of joints
was the difference value between maximum
and minimum angle. COP trajectory can be
calculated by the EMED system, the length differences of i, ii and iii between I and II can be
obtained by SPSS 17.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL,
USA). Independent-sample T test was used
to calculate the significance of all variables
between I and II with statistical differences
established at 0.05. Power was calculated by
using PASS, and power ≥ 0.8 indicated the data
could be trusted.
Ethics approval
This study was approved by the Human Ethics
Committee of Ningbo University (ARGH), all
methods were abided by the regulations. All
subjects were provided the informed content.
Results
The ankle and hip angle
The results from this study provide a good description of the kinematics and kinetics data
during the stance phase of gait cycle, especially the peak angle of ankle and hip, the velocity
of the COP and the time percentage of different phases. Figure 2 illustrates the mean
angle with standard deviation curve of ankle
and hip in sagittal and frontal plane during a
gait cycle. From the Table 1, II shows greater
ankle dorsiflexion (19.41 ± 0.69, 10.12 ± 1.22,
p<0.001) but less plantar flexion than I (-4.67 ±
1.23, -9.29 ± 1.15, p<0.001). Furthermore, II
presents less hip flexion than I (25.79 ± 1.36,
29.58 ± 0.99, p<0.001) but more hip abduction (-4.04 ± 0.38, 0.14 ± 1.09, p<0.001).
The COP velocity
In the Table 2, comparing with heel strike phase
(12.83 ± 3.23) and terminal stance phase
(27.30 ± 4.43), II (21.66 ± 3.18) presented less
COP velocity than I (36.46 ± 3.27, p=0.022)
during mid-stance and COP velocity of midstance phase (31.95 ± 8.84) is the largest.
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In this study, there was a significant difference of COP velocity between I and II during the heel strike phase, and II presented
I
II
Power
larger than I (p=0.005). Some prior studAnkle Dorsiflexion (*) 10.12 ± 1.22 19.41 ± 0.69 0.98
ies stated that more ankle dorsiflexion
Plantarflexion (*) -9.29 ± 1.15 -4.67 ± 1.23 0.98
may have benefit on ankle stability [17].
Inversion (*)
4.20 ± 0.35 2.85 ± 0.63 0.95
But from the perspective of scoliosis, preEversion (*)
0.89 ± 0.33 1.49 ± 0.25 0.95
vious study has showed that dynamic
imbalances are increased according to
Hip Flexion (*)
29.58 ± 0.99 25.79 ± 1.36 0.95
the severity of the Cobb angle, the joints
Extension (*)
-7.14 ± 0.89 -10.28 ± 0.45 0.97
motion may exist differences between left
Adduction (*)
7.27 ± 0.96 4.69 ± 0.74 0.96
and right foot because of the deformation
Abduction (*)
0.14 ± 1.09 -4.04 ± 0.38 0.95
[18]. Asymmetric gait patterns induce gait
Note: * indicates a significant difference between I and II, Minus
instability, resulting in high risk of falls and
‘-’represents position relative defined motion axis.
gait inefficiency; it may have influence on
COP velocity [19]. From Figure 2, I presented
less
heel strike time than II, there would be
Table 2. COP velocity of three periods (cm/s)
more
time
to prepare for the flat-foot landing,
I
II
p
and
it
also
had less dorsiflexion than II at the
Mean (SD)
Mean (SD)
(I-II)
end
of
heel
strike phase. Less dorsiflexion anHeel strike
8.94 (1.37) 13.82 (1.07) 0.005*
gle was interpreted as a tendency for a flatMid-stance
36.46 (3.27) 21.66 (3.18) 0.022*
footed landing [20]. A previous study illustrated
Terminal stance 22.21 (2.78) 26.10 (2.16) 0.04*
that COP controls the forward procession of the
Note: * indicates a significant difference.
body during the gait [21] and showed that the
mid-stance phase plays an important role in
a gait, almost equivalent to the single stance
Table 3. Percentage of three periods in a gait
phase [22]. Therefore, COP velocity of mid-foot
stance phase (%)
stance may have influence on gait speed.
I
II
p
During mid-stance phase, the percentage of
Mean (SD)
Mean (SD)
(I-II)
mid-stance and COP velocity of I was larger
Heel strike
7.46 (0.01) 7.10 (0.01)
0.75
than II. The COP velocity of I during mid-stance
phase showed larger than heel strike phase
Mid-stance
38.06 (0.03) 34.71 (0.06) 0.42
and terminal stance phase. But the COP velocTerminal stance 54.47 (0.04) 58.18 (0.04) 0.29
ity of II during mid-stance phase was less than
Note: * indicates a significant difference.
terminal stance phase. A faster COP velocity
indicates a rapid forward weight shift in COP
during this phase [23]. It’s difficult for II to get
The phase percentage of gait
a fast forward weight shift compared with I,
There was no significant difference in the time
worse spine condition of II may be one of the
of three periods of standing phase (Table 3).
risk for this result. Following the terminal stance phase, COP velocity peaks also indicated a
Discussion
weight shift [24]. Ankle plantarflexion with greater inversion of I occurred during this phase.
This study investigated the spatial-temporal
Previous studies have shown that greater ankgait parameters characteristics of scoliosis
le plantarflexion combined with ankle inversisubjects (I and II), including kinematics data of
on were associated with chronic ankle instabilankle and hip (Figure 3), velocity of COP and
ity [25]. Ankle plantarflexion reducing got a
percentages of three stance phases. The major
benefit for gait balance [17]. No significant diffinding was that II presented more ankle dorsiferences existed in time percentage between I
flexion and less plantar flexion than I and at the
and II. At the joint of hip, II exhibited less flexion
joint of hip, II showed more hip extension,
and greater abduction than I. Limitation in hip
adduction but less flexion and abduction than I.
flexion is associated with low back pain and
These findings correspond with our first hypothphysical function [26]. In addition, more hip
abduction was also relative to low back pain,
esis. Furthermore, the COP velocity of I was
larger than II during the mid-stance phase,
which could support that the worse spine dewhich is identical with the second hypothesis.
formation and the less COP velocity of II [27].
Table 1. Peak angle values of ankle and hip between I
and II (˚)
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Figure 3. Mean angle with standard deviation curve of ankle (A) and hip (B) during a gait cycle in sagittal and frontal
plane (I-solid line, II-dashed line, SP-stance phase).

Compare to I, II showed more hip extension and
abduction, reduction of motion could be considered as a compensation mechanism to limit
the progression of body imbalance [28].

ction, it may be a risk to cause low back pain.
Both of them could have effects on COP velocity. Finally, the condition of spine deformation
is also a crucial risk of COP velocity.

The present study has several potential limitations. First, the sample size was fairly small, more different types of scoliosis, including surgery, shall be collected in future study. In addition,
plantar pressure measurement could be carried out in the next experiment, which is a crucial parameter to analyze the kinetics of gait.
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